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Interactive slide controller
Maximum interactivity by using a touch screen at the entrance
of the slide. The content can be managed by iSlide over the
internet, this making each visit a unique experience for the
sliders. Theme’s can even be customized and will be suited for
special events like Halloween, Christmas, ect …..
With the touch screen the layout of the screen and all effects in
the iSlide can be changed over the internet, so with Christmas
there can be a special Christmas theme with matching sounds
and effects, the Online Content Management option needs to
be ordered.
The lay out of the screen is divided in 4 themes, this way all
visitors can have the show they like, small children can choose
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Hereby an example of the lay out of the touch screen, where
one can choose out of 4 themes.
If the theme is chosen a sub screen will give the options for
the effects within the theme.
If the end sensor is triggered a random choice will be selected,
this to maximize the capacity.

Snow-white effects and for young kids F1 or party effects are
possible. The effects will be in sync with the sounds (optional : sound module) and the colors and shows of the lighting
(White Magic). Also all visual effects will be controlled with the
touch screen, 3D projections, surface projections.
It is possible to customize the new effects on-line for the client.
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Cabinet sizes ( the dimensions are not final and can be adjust where necessary )
K1 = 835mm x 635mm x 300mm - 750 Watts

Cable Specifications
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